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Regina Public proves effective template in addressing teacher workload
REGINA–The conversation
surrounding increased teacher
intensification has been–well
intense you might say.
As much as the majority
of attention is often
centred on development
of a cap on teacher time, as
recommended by the Task
Force on Teacher Time, for
many teachers the primary
issue has been the increased
i ntensification they are
experiencing. And as has been
espoused by local association
presidents in this space
previously, the experiences
across the province have not
all been equally positive in
terms of boards of education
and teachers working
together to address the issue.
By all indications though,
one of the examples that
has thus far fared the best
in terms of a collaborative
approach would be how
Regina Public Schools
Director of Education Greg
Enion and Regina Public
School Teachers’ Association
President Jeff Perry seem to
be singing off the same song
sheet in not only what has
been realized thus far, but
also equally when envisioning
the future.
Enion attributed the
progress to the division’s
approach to the set of nine
recommendations specific
to Regina Public that were
identified in a shared com
munique between the
employer and the employees’
group. As he stressed,
once a working group had
been established there were
three recommendations
that were targeted as
imminent (and have now
been completed) and another
six which are in progress.
Among the most tangible
examples of working
collectively to lessen the
intensification was the
reduction from three to two
reporting periods in the
system’s elementary schools.
“Our process from the start
has been pretty straight
forward and we chose to

focus on the intensification
aspect because I feel the
whole issue of teacher
time is more complex.
The philosophy we took was
to look at where we could
have an immediate effect
and make improvements.
That has enabled us to have
some quick wins and gains,”
Enion related.
Perry
lauded
the
commitment of Enion and his
staff in having the vision to
make some of these changes
before teachers returned for a
new school year.
“So teachers could see
that their concerns were
being addressed and that
they had been heard. That
was very important for us
as an association because it
confirmed the commitment
and it showed support.
Between Greg [Enion] and his
staff, they came up with some
great solutions to meet some
of our needs,” he said.
According to Enion, “what
we really tried to do is to make
things more efficient and by
reducing the intensification
it allows teachers to spend
more time with their students
in the classroom.”
Enion alluded to the focus
groups that he and colleagues,
as well as Perry, had attended
at the outset in listening to
teachers’ concerns as having
set the right tone.
“Certainly one of my
philosophies is to provide
opportunity for all of our
employees to have a chance
to provide feedback. I was
interested to hear the
challenges teachers are
facing, and then we took
that information and looked

Regina Public School Teachers’ Association President Jeff Perry (left) and
Regina Public Schools Director of Education Greg Enion go over some
of the paperwork, along with a strong collaborative approach, that has
characterized work by the division to reduce teacher intensification.

at how we could improve
the workload conditions.
It’s very valuable to hear
what your front line people
are experiencing.”
Reflecting on the focus
groups, Enion acknowledged
the one surprise was the
number of teachers who
identified student attendance
as a main concern and
so that has led to looking
at initiatives, including
working with the United Way
of Regina.
According to both
individuals when it comes to
teacher time, one of the key
factors is to allow for teachers
to use their time most
effectively in order to help
their students.
As Perry said, when
teachers see positive results–
both for themselves and their
students–they feel better
about the time they are
investing when they have a

voice in what they do. “It’s a
lot easier to put in the long
hours associated with teaching
when their concerns are being
addressed.”
They concurred that
the sought-after efficiency
can sometimes prove
elusive because teachers
are dealing with increased
student diversity, as a prime
example. Perry noted that
this invariably requires more
professional development time.
“We have to be mindful of
all the kids in the classroom
and there are only so many
hours in a day so it requires
support to be in place for
our teachers and that’s a
paramount issue.”
From Perry’s perspective,
the sharing of data and
a positive, open working
relationship has been at the
heart of making this work.
“As far as I’m concerned
Greg [Enion] has been the

catalyst to this process
and it’s allowed us to move
forward in the way we have in
terms of finding solutions.”
For his part, Enion openly
acknowledged the importance
of drawing on his own
experience as a classroom
teacher and administrator
in looking at the so-called
big picture.
“I’ve been in this business
for 30 years and certainly
my own experience led me
to understand the values of
collaborating and wanting
to hear what teachers had
to say. I haven’t been in the
classroom for a number of
years, but I still pride myself
in being a teacher at heart.
“Collaboration takes energy
and it’s hard work. You have
to be willing to put in the
work, but it leads to a much
better relationship and it’s
going to pay off for teachers
and students.”
Enion and Perry both said
they have received plenty of
positive feedback, whether
that’s been in person or via
email correspondence, which
Enion said has been very
powerful.
Perry added that “our
teachers are happy with what
we’ve been able to accomplish
so far and we are pleased that
the commitment is going to
continue so this won’t be just
a one-time thing. We look
forward to continuing the
conversation and how to do
more good things in the future.
Policy is one thing; making it
work is another,” he added. n

Morgan leaves questions for trustees to ponder

PMA # 40064493

Partway through his speech
to the Saskatchewan School
Boards Association Members’
Council in Saskatoon,
Education Minister Don
Morgan decided it was time to
address the topic that, by his
own admission, had been at
the forefront of our attention
since the June budget.
However, when he was
done with outlining the
many potential consequences
that could result from
transformational change,
there were more questions
than answers. That was
purposely how Morgan
framed his speech–
acknowledging that there are
a host of factors that could
be on the table. He went to
considerable lengths though
to leave trustees with the
notion that there still needs
to be consultation with the
education partners before any
of these changes might occur.
Nevertheless, by his mere
mention of some of the talking
points, it left little doubt
that there is no shortage
of possible changes being
contemplated. As Morgan
stressed, “our government
is committed to ensuring

that high-quality public
services are delivered in the
most efficient, effective way
possible at the lowest possible
cost to taxpayers.”
Musing about possible
duplicity under the current
model, Morgan drew a direct
parallel to the consultation
process already underway
by the Ministry of Health,
which he acknowledged
could in the future mean
having health and education
boundaries align.
“Where similar programs
with similar objectives exist,
can those multiple programs
be combined into one that
provides better results at less
cost and could a different
governance model provide
administrative savings, while
still remaining responsive to
the needs of Saskatchewan
people? Finding the answers
to these questions is where
we will look to our partners,
such as you, to help us. Right
now we are working with
Ministry staff to finalize what
our approach to consultations
will look like,” he added.
Morgan stressed that he’s
confident that by working
together as a sector–as we did

Don Morgan

through the Education Sector
Strategic Plan–we will find
the answers we are looking
for and set forward a path
that will continue to best
serve students.
“We will consult with our
partners at the Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Federation,
the Saskatchewan School
Boards Association, and the
Saskatchewan Association
of School Business Officials,
together with our education
professionals at work in our

schools and division offices
and you–our boards and
directors of education at the
helm of our school divisions.
Each of you brings a valued
and important voice to the
table and I ask that you
participate fully through the
consultation process.
“At this time, I have no
built-in assumptions or
preconceived notions of where
transformational change
will lead us in education. If
we are able to provide better
education to students in a
more efficient manner, then
I am both open and eager
to explore what that can
look like. As a government,
we look to you as education
and community leaders
to help us ensure that we
are considering all of the right
factors through this process
of change.”
If those remarks were
meant to quell concern among
trustees, there was doubt
lessly less comfort when
Morgan intimated about “does
transformational change
mean fewer school divisions?
Again, I have no preconceived
notion that this will be the
case,” he suggested. n
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Following Their Voices has had impact in northern schools

Presidents’ Forum helps newcomer learn tricks of the trade

One of the provincial
government’s primary
strategies for delving into the
area of improving graduation
rates for First Nations and
Métis students by 2020 has
been the Following Their
Voices campaign that has
included ongoing discussions
held throughout the province.
Intended to follow up
the earlier Student First
consultations, cultural
sensitivity and honouring
Aboriginal knowledge has
been one of the cornerstones.
Recently, Education
Minister Don Morgan,
accompanied by Minister
responsible for First Nations,
Métis and Northern Affairs
Donna Harpauer and
Legislative Secretary Jennifer
Campeau, visited with
students and staff at schools
in Beauval and the northern
Village of Pinehouse to see
provincial initiatives in action.
“I am proud to see that
initiatives such as Following
Their Voices and Invitational

Even for the more-seasoned
folks in the room, the range
of topics discussed at the
Presidents’ Forum can seem
rather overwhelming and
sometimes trying to connect
the dots becomes challenging.
So imagine what it’s like for
a third-year teacher who is
attending her first such event.
That’s the position Freya
Knafelc of Christ the Teacher
Catholic Schools found herself
in recently.
Yet, listening to the young
educator from Sacred Heart
High School in Yorkton would
belie any hesitation she might
have had about jumping into
the fray. Whether it was with
her tablemates or gathered
around the inevitable flip
charts that were in the room,
she was not only an avid
listener but also equally
prepared to offer her views.
“I found the other
presidents from the
different locals and the STF
[Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation] staff very
supportive to someone brand
new to this,” she said, as the
day was drawing to a close.
“At times I did feel like it
was all over the map, but I

Shared Service Initiatives
are making a real difference
for students’ educational
experience and achievement,”
Morgan said. “It is so great
to see all the excited faces of
students back in the classroom
and the passion for learning
that is shared among the
staff and students in these
northern communities.”
Pinehouse’s Minahik
Waskahigan School is one of
17 schools across the province
using Following Their Voices.
This is the second year of
implementation in the high
school and now the program
is being expanded into the
elementary school as well.
“In just the second year
of its implementation at the
grades 6 to 12 levels, we are
already seeing results in the
classroom from the Following
Their Voices program,”
Minahik Waskahigan
elementary school viceprincipal Curtis Chandler
said. “We are very excited to
not only continue with the

Spotlight on
Superannuates
STS has plenty to offer its members
On behalf of the Superannuated Teachers of Saskat
chewan, I would like to welcome all the teachers back
to their classrooms and wish you a successful 2016-17
school year.
We would particularly like to welcome those who are
new to the profession and wish you a long and reward
ing career. We would also like to welcome newly retired
teachers and hope that you will join our organization.
STS is a local association of the Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation and has eight STF councillors who attend
both the Councillor Conference and the Annual Meeting
of Council. Our membership is presently over 11,100,
our annual budget is almost $700,000, and we operate in
a manner similar to the STF. Membership is voluntary
and organized into 42 chapters throughout the province
and in British Columbia. STS is a member of both the
Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism and ACER/CART
(Canadian Association of Retired Teachers).
Although retired, we continue to support teachers in
their endeavours to provide a first-class, publicly funded
public education system for the students of the prov
ince. Our aims include promoting the interests of our
members, maintaining a continuing and supportive
interest in education and the education of our members,
and providing leadership in matters which pertain to the
welfare of our members. Provincial recreation activities
include curling, golf, stitch and quilt, Mahjong, bridge,
bowling, fishing and kaiser.
STS also has an Extended Health and Dental Plan
that is optional for its members and provides excellent
coverage. Owned by the members, STS administers
the Plan and has a contract with Saskatchewan Blue
Cross to adjudicate claims. Our benefit plan includes
health, drug, travel and dental coverage. Membership is
available without medical evidence if purchased within
60 days of leaving a group plan. More information about
our Plan is on our website, www.sts.sk.ca.
STS executive members make presentations at the
STF Planning for Retirement seminars. The purpose
is to outline reasons why you might join STS and to
provide an overview of the STS Extended Health and
Dental Plan. We also offer a Retirement Lifestyle
Program that provides additional resources for those
teachers planning to retire within three or four years
and is available upon request.
Its goals are to assist participants to envision and
transition from work to retirement, to promote the STS
and its activities, to provide a venue for participants to
interact with others who are at the same place in their
career path, to raise ideas and questions that foster
deeper thinking about retirement, to promote retire
ment as a positive life transition and to explain the STS
Extended Health and Dental Plan.
Also included is a Financial Preparation Workbook.
We are presently making changes to this program
(including reducing the length of it) with the hope of
attracting more teachers nearing the end of their
teaching careers. If any teachers have suggestions
for the content they would like to have included in
these sessions, please notify the STS office or call 306373-3879. For more information about our programs and
initiatives visit our website, www.sts.sk.ca.

programming, but also to
bring Following Their Voices
to the elementary school level
as well.”
“It is a priority for our
school community to build
relationships and Following
Their Voices is an excellent
fit for our students,” Minahik
Waskahigan high school
principal Rosalena Smith said.
“It’s very exciting for us to
have the chance to showcase
northern education and
the Following Their Voices
programming to the Minister.”
Following Their Voices
is a made-in-Saskatchewan
initiative that was created
in collaboration with

Saskatchewan schools
and First Nations and
Métis organizations to help
support teachers in building
strong relationships and
creating positive learning
environments to meet the
needs of First Nations and
Métis students. It was field
tested in six schools from
January to June 2015 and
rolled out to another 11
schools in 2015-16.
An ISSI partnership
with Valley View School
in Beauval and the English
River First Nation focuses
on a hands-on approach
to preparing students for
success. The agreement

allows students in both
schools to access supports
including a student
support worker, parent and
community engagement,
speech assistance, cultural
and extracurricular activities
and professional development
opportunities.
“The ISSI partnerships that
we have introduced provide
our students with increases in
support and opportunities to
succeed,” Valley View School
principal Arlene Hansen said.
“I am so proud to see our
classroom attendance and
credit attainment numbers
improving as a result of this
partnership.” n

World Teachers’ Day celebrated around the globe
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization inaugurated
October 5 as World Teachers’
Day in 1994 to commemorate
the joint UNESCO and
International Labour
Organization’s signing of the
recommendations concerning
the status of teachers.
This event featured a
special intergovernmental
conference convened by
UNESCO in Paris, which then
adopted the UNESCO/ILO
recommendation concerning
the status of teachers in cooperation with the ILO.
This recommendation
sets forth the rights and
responsibilities of teachers
as well as international
standards for their initial
preparation and further
education, and recruitment,
employment, teaching
and learning conditions.

Since its adoption, the
recommendation has been
considered an important
set of guidelines to promote
teachers’ status in the
interest of quality education.
The day also celebrates the
adoption by the UNESCO
General Conference in
1997 of the UNESCO
recommendation concerning
the status of higher-education
teaching personnel.
World Teachers’ Day 2016
at UNESCO headquarters
will also include the
ceremony of the Hamdan
Prize awards and a seminar
with the joint UNESCO/ILO
Committee of Experts on
the Recommendation
Concerning Teachers.
The event, celebrated in
different ways in more than
100 countries around the
world, celebrates the role
teachers play in providing

quality education for their
students at all levels.
The Canadian Teachers’
Federation and its mem
ber organizations across the
country celebrate World
Teachers’ Day through a pub
lic awareness campaign that
highlights the contributions of
the teaching profession. n
2016

realize that in this time
education is facing so many
issues and there are so many
changes happening that it’s
going to be that way. Overall
though I didn’t feel it was
too bad and I found it to
be manageable.”
Knafelc, who was at the
meeting as a stand-in for
her local’s president who
was unable to attend, said
the day had affirmed to her

that “a lot of teachers and
local presidents are dealing
with the same sorts of
challenges and issues, and
so what I’m finding from the
conversations here today is
that it’s not like I have to do
this all by myself, and that’s
the same at our local level too.
It’s always helpful to have
that collegial support.”
Given her relative lack
of experience as not only a

Joan Lichtenwald was one of those speaking to the range of topics that were
up for discussion during a busy day’s agenda at the Presidents’ Forum.

representative for her own
local, but also her teaching
career, Knafelc said it’s been
a steep learning curve, but
added that she is soaking it
all up like a sponge.
“When I was first a
school staff liaison I didn’t
necessarily understand all
the implications or the overall
importance of some of the
things we were doing, but I’ve
definitely grown to see the
overall picture and a day like
this adds clarity and makes it
more tangible in terms of all
the things the Federation and
local association leaders are
involved with. I have a better
framework and feel like I can
see the application better.
The more communication
you have with colleagues
is always better than less,”
she laughed.
Knafelc suggested that
it’s her eagerness to learn
more–about the STF and
the profession that led moreseasoned colleagues in her
own division to encourage her
to become involved.
“I guess it’s not just that
I want to know about the
overall process, but I want to
know the reasons behind why

decisions are made and so
I tend to ask a lot of
questions. I feel it’s helpful
to be able to put things into
context and so there are a lot
of phone calls and emails,”
Knafelc acknowledged.
She noted the support she
has been afforded through
this learning process
through the STF and the
senior administrative staff
representatives working
in her region. “That’s
been very helpful for sure
and it’s helped me gain a
better understanding of the
organization. I care about the
political side and I enjoy it,
so coming here helps give me
better ideas of what teachers
are most concerned about.”
According to Knafelc, the
first-hand observation of an
event such as the Presidents’
Forum will be beneficial
in how she will be able to
better formulate agendas for
local association meetings in
the future.
“It’s like when you’re in
class; this helps you break
down the steps and maybe
reassess your strategies. It’s
good to learn the tricks of the
trade,” she smiled. n

Valuing Teachers,
Improving their Status

Timmons exemplifies education
By Patrick Maze, STF President
With all the talk recently
around transformational
change in education and with
the arrival of World Teachers’
Day on October 5, we have an
opportunity to reflect on the
important transformational

work teachers perform on a
daily basis.
One of the people who
best illustrates this concept
of transformation is the
current President and ViceChancellor of the University
of Regina Vianne Timmons.

Vianne grew up in a small
coal-mining town in Atlantic
Canada. Her father worked
at the mine and it seemed
everyone’s future in that town
was in some way connected
to the mine. But her father
recognized the importance
of education and encouraged
his children to work hard
in school and to attend
university.
Vianne did just that. She
worked hard in school, then
got an education degree and
became a teacher. Eventually
she furthered her education
and became a university
professor, dean of education
at the University of Prince
Edward Island and now
president of the University
of Regina. Without the
encouragement of her father,
and the quality education that
her teachers provided her,
Vianne’s transformational
change from a girl in a small
mining town to the head of a
university would never have
occurred.
And while likely not often
as dramatic as Vianne’s
experience, these types of
stories are everywhere–
teachers providing lifechanging opportunities to
students who go on to find
something bigger in the
world. Witnessing these
changes is part of the intrinsic
reward teaching provides.
While it’s nice to celebrate the
good work of our teachers on
October 5, teachers celebrate
year-round as they witness
their students’ lives transform
and blossom into unlimited
opportunities. n

Presidents from throughout the province took time out from the serious business of Presidents’ Forum to enjoy a little autumn sunshine and camaraderie as they posed for the group photo.

SPDU expansion brings professional development to more locales
As the Saskatchewan
Professional Development
Unit continues to grow with
the addition of Connie Molnar
and Linda Aspen-Baxter as
the latest associate directors
to join the fold, the way SPDU
Director Terry Johanson
sees it, “we have expertise in
all areas from PreK-12 and
across the subject areas. It’s
like as a team we have the
whole buffet.”
As well as the expansion
in the actual department,
the reach provincially also
continues to grow with as
many as 75 instructional

specialists adding their
expertise to the mix, which
has been a natural growth
borne out of the Facilitator
Series that was started in
earnest in 2015.
“We [SPDU] have the
background in planning and
pedagogy and when we go
out into the field it gives life
to that pedagogy. The power
of this group of facilitators is
such a great tie in and that’s
the power of this marriage,”
Johanson enthused.
Johanson is quick to credit
the vision of Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Federation

Bulletin needs teachers’ help
As anyone who lives in
Saskatchewan can appreciate,
this is a vast province in
every direction.
Ideally, at the Saskat
chewan Bulletin we try
to include content from
throughout Saskatchewan, but
it is unfortunately not always
manageable and so not for
the first time we are asking
for members of the teaching
profession to help out.
Whether it’s submitting
a heads up regarding an
initiative or teacher whom we
would otherwise be unfamiliar
with, or else teachers penning
some of their own experiences

and observations, it would be
another way to share with
colleagues what is happening
in the multi-faceted world of
PreK-12 education. It is, after
all, these stories that put
a face on the whole teacherstudent relationship that is so
fundamental to the profession.
The only provision herein
is that we reserve the right
to edit or modify copy as it
relates to available space or
the subject matter is deemed
inappropriate. Thanks for
considering. Send your sug
gestions or contributions to
bulletin@stf.sk.ca. n

Executive Director Gwen
Dueck and the senior
administrative staff for the
direction they have provided
in this area, which has seen
the number of facilitators
grow nearly quadruple in
recent times.
One of the real pluses,
because of the distribution of
these instructional specialists
spread throughout the
province, is that it allows
much greater access to
professional development
opportunities for more remote
places. The reason is twofold:
trained local specialists
and the cost factor that this
can result in.
“This is certainly no small
change and allows us to have
a lot more specificity because
what we can offer now
in terms of variety is huge
and it gives us much more
diversity geographically,”
Johanson said.
Johanson indicated that
now it is considerably easier
to offer the sort of flexibility
that people are looking for.
“Now we can ask what is
it that you need, and we can
build it from there. When you
look at how it’s been done in
the past, we didn’t always
have that option but this
allows us to customize our
workshops that much more.”

When it comes to cost
efficiencies that this can bring
about, Johanson pointed
specifically to a workshop
in the northern community
of Île-à-la-Crosse, where
they were able to have 23
participants and because
of attendees not having
to drive to a centre such as
Saskatoon, for example, it
meant they saved on driving
and accommodation costs.
“We’re able to provide
supports at lower costs and
that’s what we’re trying to
do–to lower the out-of-pocket
costs for teachers and provide
a model of efficiency. And
the best thing is we’re able
to offer this Saskatchewan
model and its teachers leading

teachers, which is huge.”
Johanson is enthusiastic
about the future of this
endeavour, which she calls a
revolutionary step forward.
“We are empowering teachers
and by bringing all this
expertise together in different
locales, it benefits teachers
and students. We’re not telling
teachers how to teach; we’re
just expanding their overall
knowledge and providing
great professional networking.
For a lot of teachers in the
province, this is bringing
professional development to
their area rather than having
them just read about it or
being told about it. This adds a
human component to the day
and it’s very exciting.” n

The expanding provincial mobility of SPDU will mean workshops such as
these will no longer be limited to Saskatoon as a venue.
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Parnetta thinking outside the box

Editorial
It should genuinely be about students
Since the education merry-go-around has once again
ramped up for another year, there are already plenty of
contrasting signs emerging that a person who occupies
this space is afforded the opportunity to witness, and the
contrast couldn’t be much more evident.
The subtleties and nuances that frequently play out
in the various boardrooms are doubtlessly always going
to exist and so it’s pure naivety to suggest that this sort
of stuff will be going away any time soon because public
education is both a popular, and at times, a convenient
target when it comes to the corporate agenda and
governments looking to cut costs.
An inescapable reality when it comes to lobbying is that
the only real tangible selling point for public education is
that if you are willing to have the patience and think long
term the benefits for an efficiently run, well-funded model
should be reward enough.
Except there are frequently too many personal agendas
competing for the public purse strings and perhaps to a
lesser degree of public favour. I know it’s nothing new
that I have suddenly discovered here, but on the eve of
World Teachers’ Day it has an extra tinge of sadness to it.
I was fortunate enough in my travels this past month
to talk to and to witness the exemplary work being done
by Mona Markwart and her staff at Riverside Community
School in Prince Albert. I know there are countless
examples throughout the province of similarly laudable
initiatives, but this was just one of those poignant
reminders of what this public education thing is supposed
to be all about.
Kids being provided with food if unavailable to them
outside the walls of the school or the many laughing,
curious faces greeting the visitors in the playground. And
inside a safe, caring environment for young children who
ask for nothing more.
Sure Markwart will tell you in a heartbeat that she
and her staff have become quite adept at playing the
game when it comes to securing grants or corporate
partnerships. You can forget the utopian thinking about
how it should be governments providing the funding, but
when there’s a void it’s time to look for creative solutions.
At least that’s a crystal-clear example of how this is all
about the students. This is not merely paying lip service
to that often-trotted-out phrase that people hide behind
because it’s good public relations.
Perhaps it’s a case of me gaining some extra clarity as
a fairly new grandparent. That’s when you can see firsthand just how trusting these little people are and how
dependent they are on the rest of us doing the right thing
for the right reason.
Really not that difficult is it? Or at least it shouldn’t be
if all parties recommit to genuinely working with each
other and being transparent about what is occurring.
Only then can the phrase “all about the students” be said
with complete honesty and legitimacy, and people like
me might just believe it. Is that too much to ask for–
let’s hope not.

Having been involved for
the past 15 years, AnnaLee
Parnetta knows better
than most how it has often
seemed like every year
she and colleagues from
throughout the province
gather for Professional
Growth Networks Day, and
that it’s a matter of covering
old ground and as an
inevitable byproduct of that,
it might also lead to a sense of
frustration or inaction.
But this year the
Professional Growth
Networks
Advisory
Committee, with Parnetta as
its chairperson, decided it was
time to throw off the shackles
and envision a whole new
future without constraints
such as finances limiting
their strategy–at least for
now anyway.
According to Parnetta, it
was a purposeful strategy to
engage in this sort of “big sky
thinking,” which focused on
what things might look like
in the future if the respective
professional growth networks
could exist without having to
charge membership fees.
“So then you think
about what it would look
like if teachers across the
province could pick as many
associations as they wanted
to without having to pay a
membership fee. If you think
of some of those teachers
who are generalists and they
might teach seven subject
areas–it would make a lot of
sense to belong to more than
one organization.
“So by having that crystal
ball you can have that
imagination as to what it
might look like and have the
discussion and create want
lists. As an organization
we all live within certain
limitations and we need to try
to break away from that and
to create some totally new
ideas by planting the seed
and letting it develop and be
creative. Maybe we need to
observe someone else’s box.”
Parnetta said there’s real
potential to have membership
in multiple organizations to
act as a catalyst for teachers
working more collegially in
the future rather than in the

vacuum that is frequently
decried.
“There’s no doubt there
are professional development
opportunities that other
organizations can latch onto
and as teachers you want to
grow that cross-curricular
connection,” she said, musing
about examples such as
health, physical education
and early learning as all being
able to draw from one another
and that would include
pooling resources in staging
conferences.
As Parnetta underscored,
there is no shortage of
research that promotes the
benefits of a partnership
approach as opposed to
isolation.
“We’re looking at more
than just joining together
to go to a conference; this is
about drawing on each other’s
expertise and there’s the
whole networking aspect. As
a Committee we’re looking at
this as a chance for providing
some positive momentum for
the future,” she added.
Familiar with the annual
plight of professional growth
networks to attract new
members via membership fees
and attending conferences,
it is Parnetta’s hope that if
this sort of enthusiasm can
be sustained as a result of
greater cross pollination
among organizations (and
with no membership fees)
it would create a sufficient
buzz and membership would
literally take care of itself in
the future.
Moreover, she allowed
herself to surmise that
the timing is ideal when
considered in tandem with the
Saskatchewan Professional
Development Unit expanding
its horizons.
“You can see all sorts of
ways we could work closely
together with things like
differentiated instruction and
we could provide the sorts of
support and resources that
teachers could take back to
their classrooms and I just
think it would make us as
teachers stronger.”
Parnetta feels that
especially young teachers
new to the profession

would benefit greatly from
aligning with one or more
networks. She recalled her
own example, which actually
started while she was still in
university.
“I always believed in being
part of an association [she
is with the Saskatchewan
Home Economics Teachers’
Association] and I know
for me personally, it made
you feel like you had that
support and it helped open
some doors, so I think it’s
really important. As a young
teacher I remember feeling
connected and being part of
an association that throws
you a lifeline when you need
it and it hopefully creates the
spark to keep them involved.”
Parnetta said the provincial
advisory committee shares
those views and that as a
fairly young group they are
forward thinking in terms
of what is needed to evolve.
She said the ideas for
exploring the notion of no
membership fees has been
kicked around for at least the
last couple of years.
“It’s true that you can get
in a rut and we’re looking
for new ideas to work on and
we’re at a place where we
feel like there’s some real
potential in terms of next
steps, so I’m excited. We have
an opportunity here to think
outside the box and that’s
what visioning is all about.”
As for the financial piece,
Parnetta said that can
come later, but speculated
that perhaps by the
associations operating more
closely together there is
a way to better implement
cost-sharing measures
or by more strategically
utilizing grants through the
Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation, for example.
“For now it’s all about get
ting out of the bubble that we
are living in and we need to
create something totally new
and develop that thinking.
We’re hoping this can be a
kick-starter and that we will
continue to have these conver
sations so it can continue past
just this day,” she said. n

Education needs real investments, not social impact bonds
STF Viewpoint
Last week the provincial
government announced
that education would be the
newest testing ground for
“social impact bonds.”
Under this experiment, the
Mosaic Company Foundation
pays $1 million over five
years to support 88 students
at Mother Teresa Middle
School in Regina. If 82 percent
of these students graduate
on time, the Government
of Saskatchewan will pay
Mosaic back all of its money
plus interest. If the graduation
rate is below 75 percent, no
repayment is made.
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everyone according to need.
Currently, Saskatchewan
public schools educate over
175,000 students–are those
who are not supported by
this social impact bond any
less deserving than the 88
who will be helped? Is their
education less important?
Equity in education means
that while not all students are
the same, funding to support
them is distributed fairly
and according to individual
needs. The current education
funding model, while not
perfect, was designed based
on this principle.
Social impact bonds
undermine the public’s
responsibility to properly fund
and govern the education
system because they allow
private industry to dictate
matters that are normally
decided by the government and
the public. Yet the public, not
private industry, is responsible
for student achievement
because we all benefit from a
successful education system.
Private industry focuses
on its own motives and is

within its rights to do so. The
public, on the other hand, has
a greater stake in education
because learning is about so
much more than preparing
students to graduate on time
or be economically productive–
rather, it involves fostering
the social, intellectual and
creative abilities of each
individual student.
Social impact bonds are
based on the failed idea that
financial incentives should be
tied to student achievement
indicators. Almost everywhere
funding has been tied to
student achievement, it has
only served to perpetuate
inequality. This is because
education is part of a
complex social environment
and simply tinkering with
administrative schemes or
adding piecemeal measures
to individual schools does
not address the more
fundamental issues that
underachieving students face.
In many jurisdictions
across North America,
mixing test results or other
achievement measures with

education funding has been
a public policy disaster.
Numerous schools and boards
across the United States, for
example, have deliberately
manipulated or invented test
results in order to increase
their share of the funding.
Achievement-based funding
also has negative impacts
on classroom teaching and
learning by encouraging
teachers and students to
narrowly focus on test results,
rather than on broader
educational indicators.
Everyone agrees that im
proving student graduation
rates and increasing invest
ment in the education sector
are laudable goals. However,
education in Saskatchewan
needs real, sustainable and
long-term investments.
Social impact bonds do not
account for the principles of
equity, sustainability, and
sound teaching and learning.
If schools in Saskatchewan
are at a loss for funding, we
have a duty to look harder for
solutions than the latest fad
in privatization. n
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It’s all about team approach for Markwart to support students
PRINCE ALBERT–There’s
an educational pedagogy
espoused by those who quite
often sit in overstuffed chairs
behind large oak desks
and pontificate about how
things should unfold in a
perfect world.
Then there’s reality. That
happens to be where principal
Mona Markwart and her
staff operate in the PreK-8
Riverside Community School
in one of Prince Albert’s less
affluent neighbourhoods.
So maybe living in the
latter as opposed to the
glass bowl tends to give you
a little more perspective on
the genuine daily challenges
these young students
encounter. If it means
utilizing a myriad of grants
and sponsorships from
community and government
groups, that’s fine if it helps
feed the child in front of you
for example.
Even just a bird’s eye
glimpse into this bustling
world will confirm this, as do
the smiles and enthusiasm of
the staff of this school that
houses approximately 520
students (give or take a few
since there’s a significant
fluctuation enrolment
account) or as Markwart
says, “as a staff we call it the
shuffle, but everyone puts
a smile on their face and
gives their very best for the
students to succeed.”
A genuinely humble
sort, Markwart frequently
makes sure the interviewer
understands that this is
about team even if she’s the
focal point and the one who
has won prestigious honours,
such as the Leadership Award
of Guiding the Journey:
Indigenous Educator Awards
presented by Indspire.
Like many schools in the
province there is ample
proof here that this is all
about what the staff can do
for the students, whether it’s
providing the daily breakfast
club or the lunch program for
an average of 100 students
every day.
“What we misunderstand
sometimes is that our kids
love being at school, even if
they don’t always have the
same strengths as students
in other schools. We have to
access the knowledge they
come with, and to listen
and understand them and
appreciate the perspective
they bring and thereby get
the best out of them.”
Markwart has taught

for 22 years–the last half of
which has been spent as an
administrator. She says the
experience of an inner-city
school such as Riverside
presents a different reality
than her earlier situations
in rural or more affluent
schools. She explained that
whereas in some schools it’s
commonplace for parents to
accompany their children to
school and ask what they can
do to help. The focus here has
to be transposed to where
staff is more inclined to ask
“how can we help you and
your child to succeed and to
feel supported?”
According to Markwart, it
requires one to be savvy and
flexible.
“There’s no question that
when you make a difference
it’s huge and what we do is
really appreciated and that
can be in the form of smiles or
hugs, but you know that even
the little things can have such
an impact.”
The flexibility to which
Markwart is alluding can
include a highly successful
initiative, working with
employees of SaskPower who
came together to provide 440
fully stocked backpacks with
school supplies with kids’
names on them when they
were presented. Or, there’s an
ongoing partnership with St.
Paul’s Presbyterian Church in
the city that sends children to
summer camp.
Then, there’s also accessing
the Indigo Love of Reading
grant for the school library
(which Markwart ruefully
said took close to 60 hours to
prepare the paperwork) or
the Help Me Tell My Story
through the Ministry of
Education that dovetails
nicely with the school’s
emphasis on improving
reading levels among the
student population.
Adding that much of this
work is weekend time,
Markwart underscores the
fact that “we have an amazing
team here that works so hard
and is motivated to do all they
can for the kids. Anything
such as the award I won–
there are 20 people here who
could have won that. Our staff
is very supportive of each
other and we’re really lucky
to have that because you need
everyone pulling together.
“When it comes to any of
these initiatives we just look
at it as whatever we can do
to support children and that’s
what we’re about. It’s not like

Mona Markwart, principal at Riverside Community School in Prince Albert, extols the virtues of her supportive team
at the school, whether it’s in the classroom or helping with the school’s daily lunch program.

we are making compromises
or selling out.”
Markwart said one of the
keys to the commitment
of the staff includes having
a number of Saskatchewan
Urban Native Teacher
Education Program graduates
who are from the city and are
familiar with the community
and the families of the
students. She summed this up
by saying, “we have great role
models here at the school.”
Emphasizing
her
appreciation of the efforts of
the staff, Markwart said it’s
not uncommon for teachers to
come in at 7 a.m. to get things
prepared for their students.
“I can only say our teachers
are happy to be here and it
feels like a home. When we
have difficult children, which
we all do, I’m never alone to
solve any issues because we
support each other and you
can see it every day how they
are supporting each other.”
That collegial respect and
teamwork extends to the
fact that there is a full-time
mentor at school who helps to
find ways to keep the students
engaged and motivated, in
addition to having set up an
industrial arts area where
students can gain confidence
and feel more successful, as
well as an outdoor education
program. As Markwart said,
“whatever we can do to pique
their interests.”
With a high First Nations

and Métis component among
the students, it is natural
that there should be weekly
visits from an Elder, as well
as other programs for at-risk
students. Markwart said that
implementing the Calls to
Action that were borne out of
the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission is always going
to be a priority, but as she
said it’s not necessarily overt
in nature.
“I think it’s embedded in
our staff and it’s not so much
a program as it’s part of who
we are and so it just becomes
part of the school and the
classrooms,” she said,
adding that it’s important to
extend this to parents and
community members as well,
which can be challenging
at times.
“Our parents do their best
to be involved but there are
some trying circumstances we
have to recognize; whether
they might be working in the
evenings or can’t take time off
to come to school. They want
the best for their children, but
as a society we don’t always
do everything we could to
support them.
“For a lot of our parents it’s
a matter of us as a staff being
welcoming and offering to
listen and hear them. It’s just
trying to invite them to share
their voices and to honour
their culture, and we all want
the same thing,” Markwart
said, adding the proviso that

Literacy is ongoing priority for W.F. Ready School
As part of the celebrations
marking International
Literacy Day across the
province recently, Education
Minister Don Morgan visited
W.F. Ready School in Regina.
“Strong literacy skills
foster lifelong learning and
play an important role in the
quality of life in our province,”
Morgan said. “In order to
reach the targets in the
Plan for Growth, including
increased graduation rates,
we must remain committed to
improving literacy rates.”
At W.F. Ready School,
literacy is embedded
throughout the school
environment, the staff’s
commitment to students
and in their daily actions.
This includes scheduled
daily literacy blocks for all

classrooms, established
reading beliefs that
are reflected in student
opportunities, frequent
communication with
students’ families to support
literacy in the home, a staff
Literacy Leadership Council
and developing classroom
libraries.
“Literacy is a key priority at
Regina Public Schools,” W.F.
Ready School principal Angie
Balkwill said. “Our focus on
increasing student literacy
has been enhanced and deeply
embedded throughout our
school division by accessing
both Saskatchewan Reads
and Saskatchewan Reads
for Administrators. At W.F.
Ready School, we use these
valuable resources to further
support students, teachers,

families and school-based
administrators in creating
and sustaining literacy and a
lifelong love for reading.”
The Saskatchewan Literacy
Network is an important
partner in providing literacy
leadership in Saskatchewan.
The SLN receives funding
from the Government of
Saskatchewan for a variety
of programming including
adult, community and family
literacy programs.
“Strong literacy skills
have positive outcomes for
individuals at home, work
and in their communities,”
Saskatchewan Literacy
Network Interim Executive
Director Andrea Fosseneuve
said. “More than reading,
writing and arithmetic,
literacy is about continuous

learning, life-wide learning,
communication in society and
how we adapt to a changing
world. Acknowledging the
support of the provincial
government, Literacy
Day is our collective
opportunity to increase
awareness and highlight
the tremendous benefits of
literacy for everyone across
Saskatchewan.”
International Literacy
Day was first proclaimed
by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization in
1966 to promote international
awareness and support of
improved literacy. The theme
of International Literacy Day
2016 is Reading the Past,
Writing the Future. n

ultimately it’s still important
to follow the provincial
curriculum.
“But it comes down
to opening the door and
listening, especially with the
students in prekindergarten
and kindergarten because
those are good door openers
and you establish that they
have a lot of value to bring,
and so you want to increase
the comfort level because then
attendance goes up and that’s
90 percent of the battle.”
Reaching out to the
community and parents
includes prekindergarten
home visits, which Markwart
said can have considerable
long-term benefits.
When asked about the
provincial government’s
regularly stated goal of
improving First Nations and
Métis graduation rates by
2020, Markwart suggests this
is never going to be a quick
fix, citing the need to start
early with children in schools
such as Riverside.
“We have to start at this
level because you can’t expect
kids to change when they
get to Grade 9, for example.
It’s our job to make the
experience such that they
want to be in school and later
on they can see the value in
school. That means finding
ways to incorporate the skills
they have.”
A native of Bellevue,
Markwart said she always
wanted to be a teacher and
it was her grandmother who
told her she should pursue
that path–one which only
the youngest of her seven
children has chosen to follow.
As Markwart chuckled, she
didn’t see the long hours in
her fledgling years of how
she would spend evenings
laminating and cutting out
shapes for her students.
In Markwart’s world there
is no second guessing about
the profession she has chosen,
adding that “I love it. Every
day you show up and there’s
such energy and people are
smiling and you’re working
with kids. It might be getting
a hello or goodbye hug at the
end of the day, or looking
down the hallway to see your
staff supporting each other
and hearing laughter.
“That’s what makes me
happy and it makes it a good
day,” she indicated. n
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My journey from “voluntourist”
to responsible global citizen
By Kaitlyn Kitzan
This past year I started
being interested in becoming
a global citizen in this world.
I have attended all four
Saskatchewan We Days in
the past, which was a good
start to getting me involved
in social justice issues. Me to
We has many campaigns that
are youth-friendly and they
supply all the resources for
you to get started.
Last spring, I went on
a Me to We trip to Ecuador
with my high school. It was
an educational and volunteer
trip led by school teachers and
a tour guide. We all stayed
in a lodge in the jungle that
was not located within the
community we were working
in. While on the trip, we
physically helped the people
with building, painting and
other tasks that needed to be
done in the community. While
doing the physical work, I
felt like I was making such a
difference in the community.
However, once I returned,
that feeling changed. I
didn’t feel like I had made
a difference at all. I felt like
our actions were not leading
towards sustainable solutions
within that community or
country. After returning,
the experience ended. There
was no followup on the trip,
discussion on what we did or
learned and no action. As a
result, I started to seek out
more opportunities involving
social justice and becoming a
global citizen.
That is when I applied
for the 2015 Global Citizen
Youth Leadership program
that the Saskatchewan
Council for International
Cooperation was offering.
They were looking for grade
11 Saskatchewan students to
take part in this program. I
was selected to be one of those
participants. This experience
expanded my knowledge
on social justice and
international development
issues significantly.
I learned about the
difference
between
charity and justice within
international development,
LGBTQ,
HIV/AIDS,
oppression and so much more.
This experience immersed me
in the community and culture,

as we lived with host families
in the community of Santa
Marta in El Salvador. Instead
of doing physical work, we
were there to learn from and
share with local groups and
organizations on a variety
of social justice and human
rights issues.
While being in El Salvador,
I had more interaction with
the locals, which allowed
me to create meaningful
relationships. After returning
from El Salvador, my
learning journey did not
end. While on the trip we
made a documentary which
enabled us to return to
Saskatchewan and share our
experiences with others. In
total we completed nearly 20
presentations throughout the
province, raising awareness
of the global justice issues in
El Salvador.
Personally, coming back
from this trip I have noticed
changes in my behaviour,
values and perspective.
I have become aware of the
privilege I have in my life
such as education, access
to clean drinking water
and sanitation. As a white,
middle-class, female teenager
from Canada, I am not
expected to drop out of school
to help my family survive or
start my own family. I am not
expected to walk anywhere to
access clean drinking water
or carry gallons of it back to
my community so that we can
clean our food and ourselves.
I have been more thankful
for all of the opportunities
available to me, including the
freedom and encouragement
to play sports and not be
punished for my interests.
I now have an overall
appreciation of my country
and province for the rights,
freedoms and privileges we
take for granted. I value
family unity and the respect
we have for one another,
both at home and in our
community. The GCYL
program has left me inspired
and educated on many social
justice issues.
The difference between a
Me to We trip and the GCYL
program was that the GCYL
program was an education
and solidarity trip. A Me to
We trip has a physical work

aspect to it and a tiny portion
of education. For some people,
they need to see that progress
they are making while on
trips; this is why a Me to We
trip is good for them.
But for me, I want to
create relationships, learn
from locals and be immersed
within the culture. I want to
be able to come home from a
trip and have their stories to
share. That is why I would
prefer to go on an education/
solidarity trip instead.
Personally, I enjoyed the
GCYL program better than
my Me to We trip because
the experience hasn’t ended
yet and I don’t think it ever
will. The GCYL program
has left me with more
opportunities to get involved
in creating sustainability
within the world.
After being involved in such
a life-changing experience, I
know I will continue living
my life being the best global
citizen possible. n
This is the second of a series
of articles by Saskatchewan
high school students reflecting
on their experiences through
the Global Citizen Youth
Leadership program, an
immersive, international
solidarity tour from
Saskatchewan to El Salvador
and back again.
Kaitlyn Kitzan was a
student at Sacred Heart
High School in Yorkton,
Saskatchewan. Kaitlyn was
one of eight Saskatchewan
youth leaders who travelled
to El Salvador in the summer
of 2015 through the Global
Citizen Youth Leadership
program, hosted by the
Saskatchewan Council for
International Cooperation.
While in El Salvador,
youth learned about the work
of SCIC member Primate’s
World Relief and Development
Fund, and their local partner
CoCoSI (the Committee
Against AIDS). Upon
returning to Canada, Kaitlyn
and her fellow youth leaders
undertook a speaking tour
across Saskatchewan to share
their reflections with their
peers and communities. Learn
more at www.earthbeat.sk.ca.

New McDowell Foundation site launched
Twenty-five years ago
the McDowell Foundation
was established by the
Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation to support
professionally led research
in the area of PreK-12
teaching and learning. The
Foundation recently launched
a new website to ensure
teachers and others in the
education sector have easy
access to information on its
research grant application
process and on currently
funded and recently
completed research projects.
“An essential part of our
mandate is to promote this
important research taking
place right here in our
province,” said McDowell
Foundation Manager Ellen
Whiteman. “This website
is simply another step in
getting the word out about the
amazing work our researchers
are doing in schools and the

opportunities the Foundation
can provide teachers and
other educators to explore
their own research questions.”
Donations to support
the work of the McDowell

Foundation can now
be made online and
visitors to the new www
.mcdowellfoundation.ca
website will find an expand
ed news and events section
for additional information. n

Why the
Arts Matter
Art classes can bring so much
By Carrie Gosselin
Students today have an excellent opportunity of
choices and variety of classes to choose from. Growing up
in small-town Saskatchewan during the late 1980s and
early 1990s, I was limited in what classes I could select in
my high school years.
The music program was cut when I was in Grade 8.
Visual arts and arts education were only offered until
Grade 8 as well and so I took the elective classes (two
maths, three sciences, French) that I needed to go where
I thought (and my parents wanted) me to go–university.
I have always loved art absolutely and fully; so much
so that I attempted to take a Commercial Art 10 course
by correspondence. I can still remember the comments
on my assignments. I was horribly not suited for art, at
least of the commercial variety. I remember being upset I
failed, but it didn’t stop me.
My dad, who was always good for connecting work
in exchange for services, did what he could for me. He
secured art lessons for me with an artist in Saskatoon by
doing construction on her house. I started taking drawing
lessons in the summer and oil painting lessons from her
in the winter. I learned how to copy a photograph, draw
ing it in its entirety. I could oil paint like an impression
ist with a variety of landscapes in various seasons. But
I always wanted to take art in school. I just didn’t live
where I had that opportunity to do so.
Fast forward to today where I get to teach art to grades
1, 2, 5 and 7 to 12. I also get to teach History 10, Practi
cal and Applied Arts 9, Foods 10 and Foods 30. I have the
best job I could ever think of. I get to teach students in a
subject that I have loved my whole entire life. What more
could I ever ask for? Students come to me sometimes
where they haven’t had the opportunity to work with
materials that in most households are forbidden!
I recently spoke with some students of mine who are
taking a variety of classes. Some have never taken an art
class with me but have taken foods; others have taken an
art class with me every year. What they told me made me
so happy and confirmed how I felt about the arts!
Art helps students relax, especially if they have had
a stressful day. I had so many students tell me that
art–drawing, painting, clay, playing music–are all huge
stress relievers for them. They have the opportunity
to show their creative side freely, which they feel they
cannot do as much in other classes. The time spent in
an art class helps them improve in their other classes.
They feel they have a freedom to express who they truly
are. They gain self-confidence in the arts–visual arts and
music. There is an acceptance felt within the arts that
no other class gives them. Their assignments give them
more of a say in what they choose to make as a project.
In arts and in foods the students feel they are gain
ing knowledge they will use in their real life outside of
school. It opens up a chance to learn a different kind
of knowledge, a hands-on knowledge, and a different
way to help people. There is an element of play and
experimentation using different tools and techniques.
Exposure to field trips to places such as Dance Saskat
chewan, band trips and local museums make great
memories for them. They have fun in art classes.
Arts education and visual arts give them an outlet
to freely express themselves, work out their prob
lems creatively and feel supported. Art helps them
communicate their feelings they cannot say. They con
nect with each other almost like a family. These classes
provide those students an opportunity to feel successful–
especially those who do not get high marks or experience
success in core classes. Art class is a place to belong, to
be safe and feel comfortable to exist when they don’t feel
confident anywhere else outside.
Art changed how they wanted to pursue their
future. Some of my former students became artists, some
are musicians, some are writers/poets and some are
culinary chefs. I have seen former students become
amazing parents to beautiful children. Some create and
sell their artistic wares, having business sense to sell
from their homes or to other places. And some became
teachers like me. I am very proud of all of them.
The arts are not just the creation of products but a
process of fluid and precise movements with tools to
communicate a message. Art teaches us how to treat
each other, to show love and compassion, to right the
wrongs, to express innermost feelings and to reveal
injustice and pain.
Not all students can be athletes and not all students
are able to obtain honour roll marks. But I guarantee
you that my students, when they leave my classes, feel
like champions.
Thank you to the students I teach for their honest
thoughts about this subject!
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Enriching teaching and learning
by supporting professionally led research
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In the Land of Living Skies:

Expanding Horizons in Education and the Law
C A P S L E C o n f e r e n ce 2 0 1 7

Sheraton Cavalier Saskatoon Hotel • Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
April 30 - May 2, 2017
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Call for Research Grant Applications

At this national conference, lawyers, educators and experts in their fields will speak to
topics of human rights, immigration, accommodation, Indigenous education, partnerships
and more. Information is cutting edge, practical and from multiple perspectives.

Notice of Intent
The McDowell Foundation is inviting PreK-12 teachers and other educators to
submit a Notice of Intent to begin the grant application process for research projects
funded in the 2017-18 school year. Foundation grants provide funding, guidance
and release time to support recipients’ project goals and activities.
Prior research experience is not necessary. The Notice of Intent and overall
application process assists applicants in developing a meaningful and achievable
research project which supports professional development through reflective
practice. Grants totaling $85,000 are available.

For more information, visit our website,
www.mcdowellfoundation.ca.

FOR M OR E I NFOR M A T I ON V I S I T C A P S L E . C A
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS

HOLOCAUST (SHOAH) KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE DAY

The Concentus Foundation, in partnership with the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission
and the Saskatchewan Educational Leadership Unit, is offering a Holocaust knowledge
exchange. Targeted for grades 9 to 12 teachers, curriculum consultants, and division staff,
participants will listen to a survivor, explore vetted resources, and leave with the knowledge
and a template to host a Holocaust event at their school or in their school division.
Date: Monday, October 31, 2016
Location: Moose Jaw, SK
Cost: $78.75 (GST included)
More information available at:
www.usask.ca/education/selu or www.concentus.ca
Email: info.selu@usask.ca or info@concentus.ca

Kirkpatrick Travel Award 2016-17
Purpose: The Kirkpatrick Travel Fund enables recipients to visit, for up to one week, an educational project
or program related to their duties or field of interest. (Attendance at a convention or conference does not meet
the conditions of the award.) The awards committee will consider both the innovativeness and creativity of the
proposal and also the significance of the proposal to support current educational priorities in Saskatchewan.
Note: Where appropriate, applicants should include a letter of support from their system.
Award: Normally each award will consist of travel expenses via economy class airfare, plus a per diem
allowance to cover costs of meals and accommodations to a maximum of $1,800. Recipients
of this award must complete travel within two years.
Eligibility: Members of the STF, students registered in or individuals recommended for a teacher’s certificate from the College of Education, University of Saskatchewan, and the faculty of the college.
Applications: Forms for the 2016-17 award can be requested from edadr@usask.ca or by phoning
306-966-7558 and can be submitted online or mailed to: The Kirkpatrick Travel Fund, Associate
Dean’s Office, College of Education, University of Saskatchewan, 28 Campus Drive, Saskatoon SK
S7N 0X1.
Previous recipients and descriptions of their projects as well as the application form are also available at:
www.usask.ca/education/research/internal-grants.php.

Deadline Date: November 30, 2016

Accreditation 2017

Taking Your Place in the
Professional Community
A Conference for Teachers
in Their First Years of Teaching

Spring Sessions
Saskatoon

Renewal/Second – Friday, March 10 and Friday, April 7, 2017

Registration Deadline – 5 p.m., Friday, March 3
Location – Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation, 2317 Arlington Avenue

Regina

Initial – Thursday-Friday, March 9-10, 2017
and Thursday-Friday, April 6-7, 2017

Must attend all four days
Registration Deadline – 5 p.m., Friday, March 3
Location– Ron Mitchell Centre, Regina Public Schools Division Office,
1600 Fourth Avenue
Sessions run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information, or to register for any of
the Accreditation Seminars, we invite you to
visit the STF website www.stf.sk.ca.

Monday and Tuesday

October 17-18, 2016
Saskatoon

Monday and Tuesday

October 24-25, 2016
Regina

Pre-Conference Session: Technology in the Classroom
Saskatoon
Sunday, October 16
7:30 - 9 p.m.

Regina
Sunday, October 23
7:30 - 9 p.m.

The conference will include:
• Networking with other teachers
• Federation focus sessions
• Seminar sessions
• Concurrent workshops
Some sessions are offered in French at the Regina Conference.
Check the registration brochure that was distributed to your
school in September.
For further information refer to the STF website at www.stf.sk.ca.

The Saskatchewan Bulletin accepts paid advertising believed to be of specific interest to Saskatchewan teachers. While all reasonable efforts are made to ensure that all advertisements are accurate, the publishers are not responsible for the content of any advertisement appearing in this publication.
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Attention Superannuated Teachers

Professional

Growth
Opportunities
October

5

Facilitator Series – Unearthing and Responding
to Barriers to Adult Learner Participation –
Saskatoon

24

Literacy Series – Environments and Structures
for Literacy Success – Saskatoon

27

7

Responding to Children’s Interests – Regina

Technology in Middle Years: ELA Teachers
Transform – Saskatoon

7

28

Using the Smart Board to Enhance Learning –
Saskatoon

Technology in Middle Years: NEW
ELA Students Innovate

16

28

New to Early Learning: Putting the Pieces
Together – Moose Jaw

Number Talks and Beyond: Building Math
Communities Through Classroom Conversation
– Saskatoon

21

Instructional Leadership for Principals – NEW
Measuring With Meaning – Saskatoon

23

More Than a Science Project – NEW
Inquiry in Senior Science – Saskatoon

November
1

Crossing Curricula to Develop Better Learners –
Saskatoon

24

Picturing Knowledge – Saskatoon NEW

1

Valuing Vocabulary Instruction – Saskatoon NEW

26

2

Développer de bonnes habiletés langagières
à l’oral – Saskatoon

Facilitator Series – Embedding Formative
Assessment Into Professional Learning –
Saskatoon

3

Comprehension Strategies in Senior Science –
Saskatoon

29

Inquiry Learning in Social Studies – Saskatoon

29

3

Inquiry: What Does it Mean NEW

Technology in High School:
EW
ELA Teachers Transform – Regina N

30

Technology in High School:
NEW
ELA Students Innovate – Regina

in My Primary Classroom? – Saskatoon

4

Facilitator Series – The Many Faces of
Facilitation – Saskatoon

4

Simple Solutions for Documentation –
Lloydminster

If you withdrew teaching services during a legal strike over the course of your
career and as a consequence were required to delay your superannuation in
order to accumulate additional contributory service, you may be entitled to
a benefit from the Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation. Applications will be
received until October 28, 2016.
For information, please request an information package from:
Todd Pearce, Administrative Support Unit
Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation
2317 Arlington Avenue
Saskatoon SK S7J 2H8
T: 306-373-1660; 1-800-667-7762
admin@stf.sk.ca

For more information about these sessions or to register, visit our website, www.stf.sk.ca.

FREE Lesson Plans
for Grades 7, 8 and 9 Teachers
Build conflict resolution and healthy relationship skills.
Email Canada4thR@gmail.com for more information.

A Call for Nominations
The assistance of teachers is being sought in selecting a recipient for the
Arbos for Contributions to Education and the Teaching Profession.
The Arbos is the highest honour that the Saskatchewan teaching profession
can bestow. Through the Arbos awards, the Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation draws the attention of its members and the public to individuals
who have distinguished themselves through the scope, impact and
significance of their educational contributions.
Nomination information is being made available to all
staff liaisons and is posted on the Federation website at
www.stf.sk.ca.
Please consider nominating a teacher from your area who has made an
outstanding contribution to education and the teaching profession.
The deadline for nominations is November 15.

Volunteer
Overseas
with CTF!
Sponsored jointly by the Canadian Teachers’ Federation
and the Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation

Planning for Retirement Seminars
Thinking About Retirement?

2016 Seminar Locations and Dates:

Planning for Retirement seminars are facilitated by
Federation staff and provide members with support and
information to assist them in preparing for retirement.

Humboldt ....................................................
Meadow Lake ..............................................
North Battleford ...........................................
Prince Albert ................................................
Regina (ALEF) ...............................................
Regina .........................................................
Saskatoon ...................................................
Swift Current .................................................
Tisdale .........................................................

The Superannuated Teachers of Saskatchewan will also be
presenting on the benefits of becoming a member of their
organization.
The seminars are intended for members who are retiring in
the next three years.
Members must register for a seminar online at www.stf.sk.ca >
Events Calendar.

November 17
November 15
November 21
November 14
November 15
November 15
October 17
November 28
November 29

Seminars run from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. with the exception of
Regina (ALEF) being 4 to 6 p.m.

Note: Personal pension estimates are not provided as part of the Planning for Retirement seminar. To request an
estimate, please contact your teacher pension plan. If you are a member of the Saskatchewan Teachers’ Retirement
Plan, allow approximately three weeks to receive your STRP estimate, which will be mailed to your home. STRP
members can get pension estimates anytime online using the STRP Pension Estimator.

Are you ready for something more in your professional life?
Are you looking for a larger, more global view of education?
As a teacher, do you feel you have more to offer and more to learn?
Are you ready for a personal and professional adventure?
If yes, Project Overseas might be for you!
Together, we seek English- and French-speaking Canadian teachers
at the primary, elementary and secondary levels who are interested in
volunteering to offer in-service in a wide range of subjects in countries
throughout Africa and the Caribbean.
Application forms as well as information on CTF requirements
and STF selection criteria can be found on the STF website,
www.stf.sk.ca > Professional Growth > International Opportunities.
The deadline for applications is 5 p.m., Friday, November 4, 2016.
Interviews will be held late in November.

CTF’s International Programs –
Teachers’ Action for Learning!

